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6. Wegner has shown that the minimal number of vertices of a graph of girth 
5 and valency 5 is 30. In this note, we give a simple proof of this result. 
Let G be a graph of girth 5 and valency 5. It is shown in [2] that the least 
possible numberf(5, 5) of vertices of G is 30. We shall give a different proof 
of this result, using the technique in [I]. 
Notation. If two vertices x and y in a graph are adjacent, we write x - y. 
As observed in [2], it is sufficient to show that f(5, 5) # 28. In fact, 
suppose G has 28 vertices. We arrange them as in Fig. 1. 
a b c d e f g  h i i k I mnop r s t 
We say a vertex belongs to set (n), if it is adjacent to the vertex (n) and has 
distance two from vertex C (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Any vertex (other than B) 
adjacent to A is called an A vertex. Similarly, we define a B vertex. A vertex 
having distance two from vertex C is called an inner vertex, if it is not an 
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A vertex or B vertex. Every inner vertex has exactly one neighbor and every 
A vertex of B vertex at most one neighbor in each set (n). As observed in [2], 
we can assume that A + B. 
Case 1. A and B do not have a common neighbor. Assume n -u A, 
e N A, i - A, m - A, q - A, d - B, h - B, I - 23, p - B, and t - B. 
There ar:: 10 A vertices and B vertices and. each must be adjacent to three 
vertices. Also, each A vertex can be adjacent to at most one 
are IO inner vertices and each can be adjacent to at most o 
one B vertex. Therefore each A vertex must be adjacent to one B vertex and 
each nmer vertex must be adjacent to exactly one A vertex and one B vertex. 
CLZSP 4.1. Assume arbitrarily that a - h, d - e, i - p, nz ,- t, anti 
q - 1. Clearly we can assume b -f and b - i. Tnen b - t and f - ‘, 
ecause the connection off with any other B vertex would create a k circuit 
with K < 5. But now by the same reasonfcannot be adjacent to any A vertex> 
which is impossible. 
Caase 1.2. Assume arbitrarily that a - h, e ,-- -7, i -p, m - f‘, and 
q - d. 
Suppose b - i. Since b + h, b - t. Assume arbitrarily that b - J Then ,j’ 
cannot be adjacent to a B vertex, which is a contradiction. 
Suppose b N e and b -p. We may assume that b - I’, but then no A 
vertex can be adjacent to 7, which is impossible. Similarly we can show that 
b + e and b + 9. 
Finally suppose b -m. Then c + ~31 and therefore c - e or c - f, 
Considering c instead of b we have one of the previous cases. Therefore 
Case 1 is impossible. 
Case 2. A and B have a common neighbor. Assume that a - A, e ‘- A, 
i N A, m N A, q N A, a - B, h - B, k N B, g - B, and t N B. Then we 
ssv.me arbitrarily that a -f, a --,i, f - k, f - ~1, f - r; then j - g, 
N s. Assume further arbitrarily g - C, g - m, and g - t. Now 
either c-i, c--p or c-1, c - q. By symmetry we may assume c - ::: 
c -p. Then c N r and now r and t cannot be adjacent to an A vertex. 
Therefore G cannot have 28 vertices, and this completes the proof. 
The author wishes to thank the referee for his comments and suggestions. 
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